
Central Gorge Master Gardener™ Association

Executive Committee Meeting Minutes

Held via Zoom on Tuesday, July 14, 2020

Next meeting: Tuesday, August 11, 2020, Virtual

Attendees:  Bailey, Jean; Bosler, Eric; Bosler, Shari; Bradley, Christie;

Dameier, Margo; Kaufman, Linda; Kilkenny, Barbara; Montag, Sandy;

Rousseau, Sandi; Slagle, Nancy; Stevens, John; Sullivan, Kelly; Wickersham,

Megan; Willis, Joanne

Secretary’s Report (Christie): Christie submitted the June minutes and made

the updates from the drafts and these are approved.

Treasurer’s Report (Nancy): Nancy sent out financial reports. Activity has

been low.

Project Updates

Gardening to Save the World (Kelly & Margo): The last Gardening to Save the

World session is tomorrow. The previous one was on pollinators and there were

30 attendees. There were a couple of glitches but they were able to get past

those. They are trying to get more publicity (and get more people) for the next

one, which is on pesticides. Margo has been working on extra flyers and has

more up now at several places.

The somewhat lower number of attendees could be a combination of things.

Among these, pollinators have been publicized a lot and people have “Zoom

burnout”. Also people might not be spending as much time in stores reading

bulletin boards. The two Ace hardwares were willing to laminate the flyers and

post them in their pesticide areas.

There is a followup meeting (post mortem) on the series on Thursday. If people

need hours, that will be another hour. Eric suggested that Margo include Gail

to the invite for the followup meeting.

Sandi had a comment directed toward Megan regarding Monday updates and

directing people to contact various people about meetings, rather than just

giving out the meeting links directly. Megan is sending out the email to several

people, and she does not want to  put in a generic invitation because of

concerns like “Zoom bombing”. But we might want to use technology like

something that allows people to register, after which they are sent a link.



Kelly is saving the registration lists and they are working on doing some data

analysis and metrics on it.

Kelly is putting together a YouTube channel to publish the webinars. If Tara

could have most of the analytics ready by Thursday’s meeting, it would help.

But Megan has most of it.

OSU/Extension (Megan): Megan has tentative plans for 2021 classes. She

would like to prepare a survey for the members about classes. She also asked

for volunteers for the class planning. At best, there will be a hybrid model for

classes of virtual and in person. There might be some opportunities for smaller

classes in person, but this may not be possible. Megan is not aware of how

soon in advance we need to schedule the church. There will be some kind of

consistent program across the state. There are a lot of instructors and

webinars that will be available for all of the chapters to use in real time

sessions and via recordings.

Using Zoom, there is capability to use breakout rooms for small discussions.

Maybe we have places where we host small groups like the Extension Center or

someone’s house that has enough room to social distance. But these are

unlikely to be approved unless they are justified as essential activities.

Sandi is concerned about people who cannot get to Zoom meetings. Maybe we

could have a location like the church. But with nothing open right now, it

could be difficult to do. Some organizations, like the Crag Rat Hut might be

available. OSU is not going to approve official “in person” group meetings

unless things change quite a bit. No matter what we do, we need to be flexible

so we can adapt with what is available.

Kelly is going to look into Internet hot spot capability including pricing

structures and availability. Megan will also talk to OSU about what they have

available. We also need to make sure that there is enough course content

available to address local needs along with state-wide needs. Megan noted that

coordinators will be working to fill in those local material gaps.

It was asked if there was flexibility in timing for when we provide the classes,

and Megan says this is up to the chapter. But our previous experience with

spreading the classes out did not work well, and having classes in June and

July will probably not work well.

Plant clinics are going well, but there are still openings that need to be filled. If

people do more than plant clinic in a row, it works well because they can

re-apply what they learn quickly. Megan will continue to promote the online

form, which has very complete information.



Megan wants to add a link to the online form in the email template. She has

permission to edit and will make the changes.

Margo has coordinated a section in the Home and Garden section of the

Columbia Gorge News where there can be a link to the virtual plant clinic as

well. These will run through September and October.

Joanne noted that, on the plant problem questionnaire to someone and noted

the wrong email address was on there. Megan updated that.

Ace in White Salmon is not displaying the sandwich board (they said they

didn’t have room). Sandy wants to know if the library would be willing to

display it. Sandi says the White Salmon Ace had it indoors in the breezeway,

but the Hood River one has it outside. It was noted that they may really object

to having to move it at night.  It would be hard to display the sign outdoors

without chaining it down or putting it away at night. Maybe Dickie Farms

would be willing to post it.

Megan does not know how many groups are using the virtual plant clinics. She

did share it with several other chapters. She is very grateful that our members

have been so flexible, especially since some groups are struggling with issues

like plant clinics. One other group is rolling out a different program that has

been in development for several years and the Central Oregon group is still

working on their own.

Megan sent out information about the Goto Connect application. Using it, you

are able to call from anywhere but it looks like you are calling from the office

number. When you are signed in for the plant clinic slot, and a returned call

comes in, it will call back to your number during the plant clinic. After the

plant clinic is over, it comes in as a new voicemail. OSU paid for the license

which is attached to an account (having the application is free, but the account

to utilize it not). It is available in the App stores and the right one is lime green.

If you want to use it on the computer rather than the phone, it shows up

showing the company as MyJive.com. On that interface, you have to look for a

little blue sign-in at the top.

The email for using Goto Connect is hood.mastergardener@oregonstate.edu.

Contact Megan for the password.

The hood.mastergardener email is the official OSU one. When sending email, if

you cc that email address, the email goes to that as well as to the gmail one.

Megan asked about how we are doing the test. Someone asked if we need to

have it. We are recertifying all the Master Gardeners who were already Master

mailto:hood.mastergardener@oregonstate.edu


Gardeners, but it is unclear whether we can certify the new trainees. The test

is a good way for mentors and mentees to reconnect.

It was asked if Megan had any feedback from the new people that they invested

the money and do not feel like they got what they paid for. She has not had

anyone say this. She does know there are people unhappy with the online

format. We have new people who went through the training in 2019 who were

not able to re-certify and then did not get certified in 2020 either. We need to

get these people certified.

One idea is to do some small Zoom sessions to work on the test. There was a

suggestion that attendance at these meetings would count as taking the test.

Megan is going to send out a copy of the test to everyone. People could join a

Zoom call and optionally do the review and then mail the test. Breakout rooms

could be used to review the material in smaller groups.

OMGA (Barbara): There was a virtual quarterly OMGA meeting in June. Mini

college has been cancelled but there are dates set for 2021 as of now (but it

may end up as a virtual one, if necessary, and probably, at minimum, a hybrid

model).  Almost all of the speakers and vendors have agreed to continue for the

2021 event. 2021 will be the 45th anniversary of OMGA and they have a

special logo for that.  OMGA is still looking for a president elect, an editor for

the newsletter, and a treasurer.

There will be two more quarterly meetings.

Old Business

Pam Crider Memorial (Nancy): Nancy talked to the engraver. She is not sure

what we paid for the stones we have at the greenhouse or what size we ordered.

Sandy thinks Renee has the receipt for the stones. Nancy also wants to know

what we want to write on it. Bill has a location identified near Paul’s bench.

We discussed the content. One thing we decided on was ladybugs. The draft

text is something like:

In loving memory

Pam Crider

By Central Gorge Master Gardener Association



The large stone is probably the best size. Shari will send Nancy a photo of the

stones. Nancy will buy the stone at Stone Depot in Gresham. There is also a

stone place in Hood River by Tum a Lum that she could check first.

November Recognition Celebration (Sandi): The Crag Rat Hut allows up to 50

people indoors, but it would be hard to social distance in that space. If we did

have it there, it might need to be limited to Master Gardeners only. We might

be able to do it earlier and use the deck as well as the main floor and the

basement. We would not be able to do food unless it was catered or people

brought their own food. Toll Bridge Park can get reserved, Oak Grove cannot. It

will probably be necessary to do it outside and September might be the first we

can do. Maybe we could hold it at the Learning Garden, but this would take an

official request.

Will people have enough hours in and the final exam complete in time for

September? Late September or early October will be a better target considering

that. It will be easier to book a mid-week evening than a weekend.

Megan will send out a quick survey to get a feel who might be willing to attend.

Fish Garden (Sandy for Kathy): The FISH garden has been very productive, but

they really need help harvesting. Mondays and Fridays at 9 are the usual

times.

Parkdale Garden (Nancy): The next work party is Tuesday the 21st at 9am.

They had a successful work party recently. They did have a car that hit their

sign, but Bill S. thinks he can fix it. The hostas are in and the garden club

purchased a white rose in Pam’s memory.

Learning Garden (Joanne): In June and July there were several work parties.

Things are cleaned up, under control, and going well. They discussed doing a

pruning demo with Sada, but he is not available. They set a tentative date for

November, and they might try and schedule one for this spring.  The August

one has been cancelled.

Garden Tour (Sandy): There was a Zoom meeting last night. Six gardens were

chosen - all in Washington (Underwood & White Salmon). The date is June 19,

2021. There is not yet a pre-tour date. They also have a contingency plan if the

tour cannot be held. Some chapters have done virtual tours, so that is an

option and they are going to talk with some of them on how it was done. Ticket

sales could be done online. If they want to do that, the video and photos might

need to be done now because next year it may be too late to put it together.

Margo is looking for someone who could do video for the gardens. If anyone

knows someone who can put it together and make it a virtual one, they can let



Margo know. This would have to be someone willing to do it for free, because

we probably cannot charge for a virtual tour.

Sandy will ask Karen to write an update about the Garden Tour for the

newsletter.

With no further business, the virtual meeting ended at 12:00.

Meeting minutes taken by Christie Bradley


